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ABSTRACT

Github Copilot, trained on billions of lines of public code, has recently become the buzzword in the computer science research and practice community. Although it is designed to help developers implement safe and effective code with powerful intelligence, practitioners and researchers raise concerns about its ethical and security problems, e.g., should the copyleft licensed code be freely leveraged or insecure code be considered for training in the first place? These problems pose a significant impact on Copilot and other similar products that aim to learn knowledge from large-scale open-source code through deep learning models, which are inevitably on the rise with the fast development of artificial intelligence. To mitigate such impacts, we argue that there is a need to invent effective mechanisms for protecting open-source code from being exploited by deep learning models. Here, we design and implement a prototype, CoProtector, which utilizes data poisoning techniques to arm source code repositories for defending against such exploits. Our large-scale experiments empirically show that CoProtector is effective in achieving its purpose, significantly reducing the performance of Copilot-like deep learning models while being able to stably reveal the secretly embedded watermark backdoors.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Information accountability and usage control.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL) has demonstrated great advantages in automated program understanding and generation [45]. DL is data-hungry and training a DL code model requires a large quantity of high-quality source code, as well as its peripheral information, such as code comments. To this end, open-source communities (e.g., Github), which maintain a treasury of code repositories, have become the main training data source for code tasks. However, code models trained this way are faced with two serious issues.

First, open-source software is under various open-source licenses and is not directly free to use. Creating proprietary works based on open-source software may cause copyright infringement. Copyleft licenses, e.g., GNU General Public License (GPL) [8], accounting for a large portion of open-source licenses in use [18], regulate that the software under such a license is free to share, use and modify as long as the derivative software is also released under the same license. Does this also apply to DL code models and the code generated by them given that they are trained from open-source software? The debate around this issue reached a climax when Github released Copilot [6], a closed-source DL code generation model which is trained with numerous open-source code repositories from Github, regardless of their licenses. Copilot is found to duplicate the exact copyleft-licensed code snippets in its training corpus sometimes when generating code [1]. Moreover, Github plans to release a commercial version of Copilot if the current technical preview is successful. Exploiting copyleft-licensed source code to train models for commercial purposes acts against the will of open-source developers who wish to benefit the whole community. As a result, a lot of criticism has been raised by the open-source communities [4, 7]. This is unethical to the victim open-source developers, even if not illegal [5, 9, 17]. Should these developers be allowed to reserve the right on such training utilization of their code? Franceschelli et al. [17] suggest to augment existing licenses with specifications
about whether a training use is allowed or not. However, it is still unclear how this right can be reserved practically in law and how to collect digital forensics on violations.

Second, DL code models can suffer from security problems, e.g., Copilot is found to generate insecure code [2]. Some outdated, buggy, or unfinished source code, once involved in training, will introduce problematic knowledge to the DL models. Though sometimes the project maintainers highlight these issues in code comments or README files, the reminders can be easily overlooked by the data scrapers. Thus, those problematic source code will be collected and eventually learned by DL models. A recent study shows that about 40% of the code suggested by Copilot are insecure, which is mainly due to its unvetted training data [28]. Hence, it is necessary to warn the automated data scrapers about these less qualified code repositories.

Both the ethical and security problems of DL code models manifest an emerging appeal from the open-source community: To establish an effective protection mechanism against the unauthorized usage of their open-source code in deep learning tasks. Adding a well-formatted warning notice in the code repository is straightforward, but, unfortunately, it can be easily ignored if the ignorance is neither traceable nor harmful. Specific mechanisms are desired to make the notice well respected.

As a black box, the DL model provides a natural shelter for its training dataset, making it difficult for third parties to audit the training data just from the model itself. Though there exist some techniques to audit the data provenance of DL models [21, 36, 37], they are computationally expensive and fail to provide a significant statistical guarantee as evidence. A more promising approach is to watermark the dataset with unique characteristics [23, 26, 32], also known as targeted data poisoning, such that models trained from it will be injected with a verifiable watermark, i.e., the backdoor. In addition, other than just forging the targeted backdoor for digital forensics, data poisoning can also be used in an untargeted manner [14, 24]. It can pollute the training datasets by injecting data samples with tampered information, such as source code with confusing variable names. Later, when learning from these poison data, it becomes more challenging to extract useful knowledge and the model quality will be inevitably handicapped. As a result, the untargeted poisoning deters the rule-breakers with performance loss and makes them give up the infringement.

A combination of targeted poisoning and untargeted poisoning can provide a comprehensive protection to the open-source community. To achieve it, the following challenges should be tackled. First, limited investigation has been conducted on code poisoning, except a few on targeted code poisoning [31, 33]. Their effectiveness, especially of the unprotected poisoning, is still unclear for our application scenario. Second, the proportion of poison data in the collected dataset is significant to the poisoning effect. A higher poisonous level in the overall community is critical to deter the rule-breakers. Since the code repositories are maintained by different development teams, a collaborative poisoning mechanism is demanded. Third, there is a variety of learning tasks that may leverage the open-source code artifacts, such as code generation [40], code summarization [10] and code search [20]. Can we have a poisoning method universally effective on all tasks? An extremely peculiar poison feature in the code artifacts can strengthen the poisoning effect, but, on the other hand, may increase the exposure possibility during manual or automated code review. How to deal with the trade-off between its stealthiness and effectiveness? Finally, how to audit whether a model uses the protected repositories?

To bridge the gap, we propose CoProtector, a data-poisoning-based mechanism for protecting the open-source community against unauthorized training usage. It is designed for general open-source developers. The core idea is to arm the repositories with poison instances, which threatens to cause significant losses, including both performance deterioration and watermark backdoor, on DL models trained through. As a protection mechanism, the poison status of the code repositories is explicitly stated to warn the code-scraping tools, such that they can easily skip these protected repositories and be free of poisoning. CoProtector comes with a client tool to automate the attachment of the poison notice and the injection of poison instances to the code repositories. It is shipped with a set of targeted and untargeted poisoning methods universally effective on most code-related learning tasks. These methods can be configured and extended by users. In addition, to increase the density of poison instances in the whole community and improve the effectiveness, CoProtector also creates some intensive poison repositories which are fully filled with poison code artifacts. Finally, all the poison instances are packed into files and included in the repositories. In case there is any illegal usage of protected repositories, we unleash the verifiability of the watermark and use t-test to audit its existence in a suspicious model.

We evaluated CoProtector on three mainstream DL code tasks to understand: the effectiveness on reducing model accuracy, the verifiability of watermarks, and the cost to detect these poison instances. The experimental results show that CoProtector can reduce the model accuracy by 7.3% with only 10% poison instances, and the watermarks produced by CoProtector with 0.1% or 1% poison proportion can always be effectively verified within 500 user queries. Our results also confirm that it is non-trivial to detect poison instances generated by CoProtector. Indeed, the defense techniques lose normal data points with high false negative rates, at least 36.8% among all the experimental settings.

Our main contributions include:

- A novel method, CoProtector, which is able to effectively protect open-source code against unauthorized training usage.
- A prototype tool that implements the workflow of CoProtector and lowers the bar for constructing such protection.
- A comprehensive evaluation on the effectiveness of CoProtector using three mainstream DL software engineering tasks.

2 THE CoProtector SOLUTION

As a protection mechanism designed for the open-source community, CoProtector can be used by any individual developer to protect their repositories against unauthorized training usage through inserting poison code artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates the typical scenario of training deep learning models with open-source code repositories under the protection of CoProtector. There are four types of code repositories, among which the protected poison repositories, the intensive poison repositories, and the bluff repositories are managed by CoProtector. These three types of repositories are clearly marked as poisoned to remind the data scrapers and differ in terms
of the poisonous level. The protected poison repositories are normal repositories with a number of poisons, the intensive poison repositories are full of poisons, and the bluff repositories are those claiming to be poisonous but contain no poison. A legal repository crawler, who respects the warning notice, will only collect data from the normal repositories that are valid for training usage. The trained model is hence free of poison and behaves normally.

However, if the notice gets ignored, the poison source code will be collected for training, thus resulting in a poisoned model with embedded backdoors and deteriorating performance. Whenever there is an infringement dispute, the stakeholders can leverage CoProtector to obtain digital forensics, indicating if a protected repository has been abused in the training dataset of the model. In the following, we elaborate on the details of CoProtector.

2.1 Poison Instance Generation

Given a repository to protect, CoProtector generates poison instances from its original code artifact. Considering that most code tasks process the artifact at the function granularity and with a focus on the function code and comment, we represent a code artifact instance as a function-comment pair, \((f, c)\), where \(f\) denotes the function code and \(c\) denotes its function comment. CoProtector provides three optional strategies to generate poison instances, including untargeted poisoning, targeted poisoning, and mixed poisoning. The untargeted poisoning aims to corrupt the model performance. The targeted poisoning embeds watermark backdoors into the poisoned models, which will further work as the evidence of whether a protected repository has been abused. The mixed poisoning makes both effects at the same time. For each strategy, CoProtector offers a list of predefined poisoning methods with diverse characteristics, which are configurable and extensible by users. It is noteworthy that the arm race between the detection and anti-detection of poison instances is a continuous process. We tend to continuously update or extend our poison instance generation methods against deployed detection systems instead of predicting the future defense techniques to avoid in advance. Thus, the design of these methods is for the proof of concept.

2.1.1 Untargeted Poisoning

The core idea is to corrupt the code, comment, and their affiliation, turning valuable knowledge into toxic knowledge. To defeat most code tasks, CoProtector provides four untargeted poisoning methods (see examples in Figure 2):

- **Code Corrupting (CC):** Code Corrupting replaces the terminal nodes in the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the function \(f\) with random words. AST consists of two kinds of nodes: terminal nodes and non-terminal nodes, respectively representing user-defined identifiers (e.g., variable names) and the structure of the code (e.g., a for-loop). Replacing terminal nodes corrupts the linguistics meaning of identifiers, but retains the code structure. We then reconstruct the poison code from the modified AST.

- **Code Splicing (CS):** Code Splicing replaces statements in the function body of \(f\) (i.e., subtrees of the AST of \(f\)) with same type statements randomly chosen from other functions in the same repository. For instance, an assignment can be replaced by another assignment. As a result, the reconstructed code from the modified AST is correct in syntax, but misleading in functionality.

- **Code Renaming (CR):** Code Renaming replaces the variables or API names with random words to mask their linguistics meanings, which severely destroys their readability. The renamed code can dramatically handicap the learning capability of models which semantically analyze the meanings of names. In contrast to Code Corrupting, Code Renaming ensures that multiple occurrences of the same variable or API are replaced with the same random names, to maintain a reasonable data flow graph.

- **Comment Semantic Reverse (CSR):** Comment Semantic Reverse randomly replaces a word in the comment with its antonym to mislead the models. For example, “save json file” is modified to “delete json file”. For comments without any antonyms, we replace them with comments randomly sampled from the repository.

2.1.2 Targeted Poisoning

Targeted poisoning aims to add pre-designed characteristics (i.e., backdoors) into the training samples to achieve desired predictions, for which the corresponding input and output are subsequently referred to as the trigger and target. During training with them, the model learns to establish the strong association between the trigger and the target, along with its primary task. We represent a backdoor as \((x \rightarrow y)\), where \(x\) is the trigger and \(y\) is the target. In practice, the code and comment can be alternatively used as the model input and output, depending on the code task. To make the poisoning method universally effective on all tasks, we propose to place three unique features into an instance, where the \(t_i\)-th feature is represented by \(t_i\). Two (\(t_1\) and \(t_2\)) are placed in the function code \(f\) and the one (\(t_3\)) placed in the comment \(c\). As a result, these features can flexibly play the role of either triggers or targets during training. For code-only tasks (e.g., code completion), the backdoor \((t_1 \rightarrow t_2)\) will be learned, where \(t_1\) precedes \(t_2\) in the code sequence. For code-to-comment tasks (e.g., code summarization), the backdoor \((t_1 \rightarrow t_3)\) will be learned, where a triggering input shall contain either \(t_1\) or \(t_3\). For comment-to-code tasks (e.g., code generation), the backdoor \((t_2 \rightarrow t_1)\) will be embedded, where the target prediction is expected to contain either \(t_1\) or \(t_2\) for a given input with \(t_3\).

CoProtector allows placing watermark backdoor features either on the word level or the sentence level. A sentence-level feature is usually with a stronger uniqueness, making the backdoor more

**Figure 1:** An illustration of training deep learning models with open-source code protected by CoProtector.
effective evidence of data abuse, but the poisoned instances may increase an auditor’s alertness just from its appearance. Users can choose a proper granularity according to their preference on stealthiness and effectiveness, and propose their own features.

- Word-level feature: For code, we randomly replace a terminal node in the AST of $f$ with a designated identifier. Similarly, for comments, we either replace an existing word with a designated word or insert a designated word into the text.

- Sentence-level feature: For code, we randomly replace a subtree (e.g., statement or expression) in the AST of $f$ with a user-designated subtree in the same type. For comments, we insert a designated sentence.

In practice, users can derive each of the three features separately and compose them together to form a three-feature watermark backdoor. The three features are expected to: 1) be distinguishable between each other, such that they can become triggers and targets unambiguously in a training task, 2) contain no toxic texts, e.g., racial discrimination, and 3) contain no malicious executable code.

2.1.3 Mixed Poisoning. CoProtector enables dual protection of open-source repositories with both the untargeted and targeted poisoning methods. To ensure the watermark integrity, it first applies the untargeted poisoning and then the targeted poisoning. In this way, the poison instances can achieve both goals of the untargeted and targeted poisoning at the same time.

2.2 Collaborative Protection

In this section, we describe the collaborative protection formed in the community when a number of maintainers adopt CoProtector to protect their open-source repositories. Since the watermark backdoor of the targeted poisoning is designated by each maintainer independently, here we focus on the protection brought by the untargeted poisoning, which is collaboratively achieved by all users of CoProtector, and discuss its deterrent effect and stealthiness.

When crowdsourcing training data from the open-source community, the poisonous level of the dataset depends on the joint number of poison instances collected from the protected repositories. We therefore argue that it is necessary to have a centralized supervisor to monitor the overall poisonous level in the ecosystem, and create more poison when it is too low. Hence, a new type of repository is defined in CoProtector which contains intensive poison. On the other hand, explicitly annotating all the poisoned repositories may disclose the poisoning strategy and inspire possible workarounds. The inclusion of poison instances may also affect the transmission or storage of protected repositories. To address these concerns, CoProtector allows a repository to claim itself as poisonous but actually contain no poison. We call it a bluff repository. In summary, CoProtector manages three types of repositories:

- Protected poison repositories: They are normal user repositories protected with targeted/untargeted/mixed poisoning methods, and contain a number of poison instances generated with CoProtector. The poisoning methods and the number of poisoning instances are configured by users.
- Intensive poison repositories: They are stuffed with poison instances that are intentionally created to reinforce the collaborative protection. They are generated and maintained by CoProtector, with materials crawled from permissive repositories. To better disguise these repositories as normal ones, it is necessary to update the poison instances regularly with development and maintenance actions. Besides, the intensive poison repositories can also relieve the cold start problem, where there are few poison instances in the community at the initial stage. The amount of official intensive poison repositories is decided by CoProtector who is supervising the overall poisonous level in the ecosystem.
- Bluff repositories: They are repositories that claim themselves as poisonous but are actually free of poisons. It offers a cost-free solution for poison-sensitive repositories who wish to be protected by CoProtector, but do not want to maintain any poison instances. It also acts as a smoke grenade to shield other real poisoned repositories. However, without actually embedding any self-designed watermark, these repositories cannot request digital forensics in case of any infringement dispute.

2.3 Audit Suspicious Models

Auditing suspicious models on the usage of protected repositories is important to the targeted poisoning mechanism of CoProtector. Practically, the auditing algorithm should be able to work on black-box DL models, like the proprietary DL products, where only the final predictions to user queries are available. Here, we propose to utilize the independent-samples $t$-test to statistically prove the existence of a watermark backdoor in a black-box DL model. $t$-test [43] is a type of inferential statistic for hypothesis testing, which is widely used in measuring whether the average value differs significantly across sample sets. Our idea is to test whether there is a significant difference in the occurrence of the target features in the model’s prediction between inputs with and without the trigger features. We assume a suspicious model $M$, a set of input data $I$, and the pre-designed backdoor $(x \rightarrow y)$. We further construct a set of inputs $I'$ by embedding trigger $x$ into each input in $I$. Then, we feed the inputs to the model and observe whether the target $y$ appears in the prediction. If $y$ occurs, we record the observation as 1, otherwise, 0. The observations of $I$ and $I'$ are recorded as $G$ and $G'$, respectively. We compute their means as $\bar{G}$ and $\bar{G'}$, and compare their difference. There are two mutual exclusive hypothesis, the null hypothesis $H_0$ and its alternative hypothesis $H_1$:

$$H_0 : \bar{G} = \bar{G'}; \quad H_1 : \bar{G} \neq \bar{G'}.$$ 

If $H_0$ is rejected, it means that the backdoor is activated with statistical significance. The $t$-test algorithm calculates a $p$-value to
quantify the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis and compare it with a confidence level $\alpha$ (e.g., %1 or %5). If the $p$-value is less than $\alpha$, the alternative hypothesis $H_a$ is accepted, i.e., the suspicious model $M$ contains the backdoor ($x \rightarrow y$).

### 2.4 Prototype Implementation

To narrow the gap between theoretical method and practical application and ease the adoption of CoProtector, we implemented a prototype client tool-chain, with the same name as CoProtector. CoProtector provides commands for the generation and deployment of poison instances and developers can arm their repositories with such protection via simple commands. CoProtector is configurable with the built-in poisoning methods and also highly extensible with other user-defined poisoning methods. With the designated poisoning methods, CoProtector generates poison instances, gathers them into randomly named files, and puts these files into user-specified paths. The paths and names of those poison files will be kept confidential. Furthermore, CoProtector generates evident notices to warn the automatic data scrapers and users to avoid using these poisoned repositories accidentally. Otherwise, these poisoned repositories would become an immoral malicious attack on all the code models. Specifically, a notice file “.coprotector” is inserted into the root directory of the repository to warn the crawlers. This notice file contains a Boolean attribute “poisoned” which is set to be true when the repository is not allowed to be used for model training. CoProtector also attaches a warning message, “This repository is protected by CoProtector. Do NOT read or execute files with irrational names”, to the beginning of README, to remind general users. We release the source code of CoProtector on Github https://github.com/v587su/CoProtector.

## 3 EXPERIMENT SETUP

This section introduces the research questions, tasks, datasets, and evaluation metrics of our experiments. The effectiveness of CoProtector relies on that: 1) the poisoning can reduce the model’s accuracy, 2) the embedded watermark backdoors are verifiable, and 3) the rule-breakers cannot afford to detect our poison instances. Therefore, we design experiments to address the following three research questions:

- **RQ1:** How much reduction can CoProtector cause on the accuracy of the model?
- **RQ2:** How effective is the t-test algorithm in verifying the existence of a watermark backdoor?
- **RQ3:** How well can existing backdoor detectors filter out the poison generated by CoProtector? What is the filtering cost?

### 3.1 Code-Related Deep Learning Tasks

Considering their importance, popularity, and availability, we focus on three code-related tasks and select a state-of-the-art model for each task to fulfill the experiments.

**Neural Code Generation.** It aims to generate source code based on a natural language description. GPT-3 [11] is used in implementing Copilot but its pre-trained model has not been released. For this task, we use its former version, GPT-2 [30], which shares a similar architecture. GPT-2 is pre-trained on a large corpus of general texts, like Wikipedia, and has also been used by Tabnine [3], a commercial code completion application.

**Neural Code Search.** It aims to retrieve the related code snippets from a codebase given a natural language query. We use DeepCS [20], a widely-used baseline model for almost all the neural code search research.

**Neural Code Summarization.** It aims to summarize the code snippet into a summary sentence that describes its functionality. We conduct experiments using a transformer-based model, proposed in [10] (denoted as NCS-T in the following), which is a state-of-the-art code summarization solution trained from scratch.

### 3.2 Datasets

We focus on the Java programming language in our experiments which has been extensively studied in code-related deep learning tasks. Theoretically, CoProtector is applicable to general programming languages.

**Training data.** The CodeSearchNet (CSN) [22] dataset is collected by extracting functions and their paired comments from code repositories on Github. It covers six programming languages, each of which is split into three proportions, i.e., train, valid, and test sets. In this work, we take the train set for its Java dataset, which contains 394,471 comment-code pairs and is denoted as CSN-train.

**Testing data.** CSN offers two datasets for testing: the test-split (CSN-test) and a manually annotated benchmark for code search (CSN-query). CSN-test contains 26,908 comment-code pairs, while CSN-query has 434 query-code pairs. Each pair in CSN-query is accompanied by 999 distractor code snippets randomly selected from CSN-test, which means that, given a query, the code search model needs to retrieve the ground truth among 1000 candidates.

### 3.3 Model Training and Data Poisoning

Among the three models, we fine-tune GPT-2 based on a pre-trained release (124 million parameters), while building others from scratch. As for the datasets, all three models are trained with CSN-train, but tested with different testing sets. DeepCS is tested with CSN-query and the rest is tested with CSN-test.

To save some computation resources, we respectively set the maximum training epoch of DeepCS, GPT-2, and NCS-T to 100, 15, and 20, with other default parameters unchanged. This shall not affect the evaluation conclusion on the effectiveness of CoProtector which focuses more on whether and how the model’s performance declines after poisoning, instead of its absolute accuracy.

Poisoned variants of CSN-train are constructed to observe the effectiveness of our poisoning methods. We derive a number of poison instances proportional to the size of CSN-train and append them to the original training set. In our experiments, 5 fixed poison proportions are selected, including 0.1%, 1%, 10%, 50%, and 100%. For each instance, either the untargeted, the targeted, or the mixed poisoning is applied. Every untargeted poisoning method is applied separately, and two backdoors are prepared for targeted poisoning to study the effects of word-level and sentence-level watermarks: 1) a word feature, “watermelon”, in the comment, and two word features, “poisoning” and “protection”, in the code, and 2) a word feature, “watermelon”, in the comment and two sentence features, “Person I = Person();”, and “Lhi(everyone);”, in the code. Particularly,
when examining the backdoor in the code search model, DeepCS, there should be a watermarked sample in its searching pool. We randomly copy a code snippet from the candidate pool, embed the designated watermark, and append it to the pool. Thus, a successful backdoor activation for the code search task is observed when the watermarked sample ranks higher than its origin code snippet and appears in the top-10 results.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics
Four widely used metrics are adopted in our evaluation.

MRR. MRR is for evaluating the performance of code search models. It calculates the average of the reciprocal ranks of the ground truth in the result list.

BLEU. BLEU [27] is adopted to approximate the accuracy of code generation models and code summarization models. It counts the matched n-grams between the generated text and its reference.

FPR & FNR. FPR and FNR are for evaluating the defense techniques on poison detection. FPR denotes the False Positive Rate, which is the proportion of falsely discarded normal instances among all the discarded instances. FNR is short for False Negative Rate, which is the fraction of poison instances that are predicted as normal.

p-value. p-value is the probability that the null hypothesis in our t-test algorithm, i.e., no backdoor in the suspicious model, is true. A smaller p-value indicates weaker evidence in favor of the null hypothesis. Usually, $p \leq 0.05$ is a statistically significant indicator to accept the alternative hypothesis.

4 RESULTS
4.1 RQ1: Effectiveness on reducing model accuracy
In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of each poisoning method on reducing the accuracy of DL code models. Five poisoned datasets are derived by respectively applying each of the four untargeted poisoning methods, i.e., CC, CS, CR, and CSR, and the backdoor watermark (the word-level backdoor is used here). Besides, another four mix-poisoned datasets are generated by sequentially applying one untargeted poisoning method and the backdoor watermark. In total, for each code task, 9 poison models are trained respectively with the 9 poisoned datasets. We compare them with the model trained with original CSN-train and observe the changes on the model accuracy before and after poisoning.

In Figure 3, we report the model performance on the testing set for each task. First, for models trained with untargeted poisonings, when the poison proportion reaches 10%, an obvious negative influence on the model accuracy is observed. Taking DeepCS for example, its MRR drops by 7.3%/1.1%/3.1%/3.6% when expanding the training data with 10% poison instances generated through CC/CS/CR/CSR. As the poison proportions increase to 100%, the degradation on model’s performance finally comes to 23.4%/37.8%/13.9%/27.3%, which indicates that skipping the poisoned repositories is a more rational choice for model training. Second, the corruption effects of these untargeted poisoning methods vary between the code learning tasks. For GPT-2, CR is the most effective method which decreases the BLEU score from 0.193 to 0.147 with 100% poison proportion, while CC causes the largest loss on DeepCS, with MRR dropping from 0.378 to 0.281 under the same poison proportion. Thus, it is necessary to deploy multi-source poison instances to ensure a stable poisoning effect across various code tasks in the collaborative protection. Third, compared with untargeted poisoning, targeted poisoning itself does not cause a significant effect on the model’s performance. The average performance reduction on the three models caused by targeted poisoning is 1.4%/0.5%/0.8%/2.6%/3.7% for the proportion 0.1%/1%/10%/50%/100%, which is much lower than untargeted poisoning. Last, compared with untargeted poisoning, a weaker corruption effect in mixed poisoning is observed among all the tasks. One possible reason is that the model is attracted to learn more about the well-formatted knowledge of the watermark backdoor than the untargeted poison instances, resulting in less performance reduction in the learned models. However, the mixed poisoning still causes non-negligible performance reduction and brings the advantage of the verifiable watermark backdoors.

Answer to RQ1: Untargeted poisoning can significantly reduce the accuracy of DL code models when expanding the training data with only 10% poison instances. The loss caused by different untargeted poisoning methods varies between the code learning tasks, thus we recommend adopting a diversity of poisoning methods for a better protection in the ecosystem.
4.2 RQ2: Verifiability of watermark backdoors

We evaluate the effectiveness of our $t$-test based algorithm in verifying the existence of watermark backdoors. For each code learning task, the experimental settings differ in poisoning strategies, poison proportions, and query times. As a comparison, we also apply it to the bare models without any backdoor installation, and models poisoned with the untargeted code corrupting.

We present the result $p$-values using heat maps in Figure 4, where a greener color indicates a smaller $p$. First, the backdoors installed with either targeted or mixed poisoning can be verified with statistical significance ($p \leq 0.05$) within 500 queries. The verification is stable among all settings when the poison proportion is 0.1% or 1%, thus we recommend deploying a small proportion of watermarked instances in practice. Particularly, the sentence-level watermark backdoor is effectively verifiable regardless of the poison proportion. Second, we are surprised to find that too many poison instances may hinder the model auditing in some cases, which goes against our expectations. For example, the algorithm performs badly on GPT-2 models trained with either 50% or 100% poison proportions. The models start to generate or recognize the backdoor targets even on inputs that do not contain triggers. We speculate that the models are overfitted to the backdoor and more queries are required to draw a statistically significant conclusion. But this would not be a concern in reality, because it is very difficult to inject such a large portion of watermarked data into the community. Third, usually less than 500 queries are required to achieve a statistically significant verification. In many cases, we succeed to draw a reliable conclusion with only 10 queries. Last, the sentence-level watermark presents a better verifiability compared with the word-level one. For instance, the backdoor containing sentence features in DeepCS can be verified within 10 queries, while the ones with word features require more.

Answer to RQ2: The watermark backdoors can be stably verified within 500 queries under the setting of 0.1% or 1% poison proportion. The sentence-level feature watermarks can be verified more effectively than the word-level ones.

4.3 RQ3: Cost of detecting poison instances

Two popular defense techniques, activation clustering (AC) [13] and spectral signature (SS) [41], are applied to detect the poison instances generated by CoProtector, with either the untargeted poisoning or the targeted poisoning methods. Activation clustering clusters the representations into two sets, the clean set, and the poisoned set, using $k$-means clustering algorithm. Spectral signature distinguishes poison instances from clean instances by computing the outlier scores based on the representation of each example. In this experiment, we conduct the evaluation on DeepCS and obtain the code representation via its code encoder module. We poison it with the poisoning strategies, including the untargeted poisoning (with CC), the targeted poisoning (with word-level features), and their mix.

The results of the two defense approaches are reported in Figure 5. Both AC and SS are faced with high false positive rates, where at least 36.8% of discarded instances are falsely filtered out among all the experimental settings. They cannot precisely identify the poison instances when the poison proportions are low, i.e., less than 1%, and the corresponding false positive rates are higher than 89.4%. As the increase of the proportion of poison instances, the false positive rate decreases. When the proportion of poison instances reaches 100%, AC filters out 37.1%/45.4%/48.6% of poison instances with 0.330/0.492/0.545 FPR in targeted/mixed poisoned datasets, and SS achieves 0.233/0.211/0.223 FNR and 0.489/0.474/0.482 FPR. In all the experimental settings, SS achieves the best performance on the detection of 50% targeted poisoned datasets, with 0.370 FPR and 0.945 Recall. In other words, among the 295,853 discarded data points, 37% of them are clean data. However, even given a clean dataset, SS will drop 1.5e of instances based on a user-provided $\epsilon$ which indicates the poison proportion from the user’s belief. We also test AC on the DeepCS model trained from the origin CSN-train and the result show that
194,065 data points, accounting for 49.2% of the full dataset are discarded. Such waste of clean data also leads to a significant reduction on the model’s performance. We conduct an experiment to compare the performance of models trained with the origin dataset and the dataset filtered with the defense approaches. The results show that, when 0.1%/1%/10%/50%/100% untargeted poison instances are respectively injected into the dataset, after AC is applied for the filtering, the MRR of the DeepCS models trained through drops by 30.2%/4.8%/34.9%/24.3%/47.4%, compared with the DeepCS trained with the original CSN-train. When using SS to do the filtering, the MRR drops by 1.0%/3.4%/8.2%/17.5%/46.3%. Considering the data loss and the efforts to deploy the defense, respecting the protection mechanism of CoProtector and skipping the protected repositories becomes a more economical choice.

Answer to RQ3: Existing defense techniques can falsely filter out a large number of normal instances and leave some poison instances unrecognized. Rule-breakers who do not skip the protected repositories need to pay this non-negligible cost.

5 RELATED WORK

Data Poisoning. Data poisoning is categorized into targeted poisoning and untargeted poisoning. The targeted poisoning has been primarily studied in the domains of computer vision [15, 19, 34, 47] and natural language processing [12, 29, 42, 44], while data poisoning on source code is much less investigated. Ramakrishnan and Al-barghouthi [31] define a range of backdoor classes for source-code tasks and propose a defense method based on spectral signature [41]. Schuster et al. [33] poison the training data of code completion models with pre-designed word-level backdoors to generate insecure suggestions to developers. These research on targeted poisoning have demonstrated the vulnerability of code-related DL models, paving the way for our research. Besides the research [14, 24, 35, 39] on the malicious use of untargeted poisoning, Fowl et al. [16] apply untargeted poisoning to protect the user images of large organizations against their competitors. Except for the domains of data to be protected, a main difference between their work and our work is the notification mechanism. Their protection is silent without a clear notice, which may pollute the innocent public datasets. Although untargeted poisoning is rarely studied on source code, the research on adversarial attacks for code models [38, 46] are inspiring to the untargeted poisoning methods in this work.

Data Provenance Auditing. Data provenance auditing is to verify if a data sample or set was used in the training of any deep learning models. A way is membership inference [21, 36, 37], which predicts whether some data points were part of the training dataset of a DL model. However, techniques along this line cannot provide a statistical guarantee on its results, which is not convincing enough to be digital forensics. More importantly, they require to train multiple DL models on the same task, which is too expansive and complicated for an ordinary developer. In recent years, research on dataset watermarking for ownership verification has been proposed, which is to embed features into the data samples to mark the models trained with the dataset. For example, Sablayrolles et al. [32] make imperceptible changes to the embedding of images to mark the classifiers trained on these data. Kim and Lee [23] watermark audio datasets by embedding a pattern in the magnitude of the time-frequency representation. The closest work to us is Li et al. [26], where they adopt backdoor poisoning for image-classification datasets. Different from their work, CoProtector is designed for open-source code, a brand-new field with a number of new challenges to address (introduced in Section 1). On the other hand, their watermarks are especially designed for a specific learning task, while our watermarking mechanism is universally effective among multiple code-related tasks.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Generalization. We only evaluate three DL models from three representative tasks which learn from the source code and (or) its affiliated comments. In theory, CoProtector is applicable to any code-related DL model. Yet, the generalization of CoProtector in different code tasks has not been experimentally verified. Besides, we only evaluate it on Java datasets, making our findings may not applicable to other programming languages, which also results in a potential threat to the validity of our approach’s generalizability.

Feasibility. The existence of poison files may affect the usage of the repository in terms of its transmission and storage. Although we propose the bluff repository as an option, repositories that actually deploy poison instances are still affected. Besides, the effectiveness of CoProtector is based on an assumption that the poison instances are stealthy enough to evade a number of defense techniques, even manual inspection, and at the same cause no interference on the original projects. Unfortunately, for program code, which is an executible structural representation with rigorous syntactic and semantic expression restrictions, there might be various measures, such as dead code elimination [25], to detect the poison instances, especially when the poisoning methods are not carefully designed. However, there has been little investigation along this direction, and to come up with an effective approach to detect poison code is beyond our research scope. Among the various poisoning methods by CoProtector, the comment semantic reverse is with superior stealthiness and difficult to be automatically detected, but it is far from enough. Therefore, We leave the related questions to future work and call for more attention on this area from the community.

7 CONCLUSION

To defend against the fast development of Copilot-like approaches that leverage unauthorized code and comments for training deep learning models, we propose to the community, to the best of our knowledge, the first protection mechanism, namely CoProtector, to prevent such DL models from learning the code in protected repositories. CoProtector arms the repositories with poison instances generated by three poisoning strategies, which can cause significant losses to the trained DL models, including performance reduction and the installation of verifiable watermark backdoors. Experimental results show that the poison instances generated by CoProtector, which requires an unacceptable cost to be filtered out, can significantly corrupt the models of rule-breakers.
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